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We show that afinitely generated pro-p group is p-adic analytic (i.e., canbe given 
the structure of a Lie group over a,,) if and only if it does not involve arbitrarily 
large wreath products of the form C, wr C,,.. This result, whose proof applies 
Zelmanov’s recent solution tothe restricted Burnside problem, is in fact equivalent 
to Zelmanov’s Theorem. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
The first criterion for a finitely generated pro-p group G to be p-adic 
analytic (i.e., to have the structure of aLie group over the p-adic field) was 
given in the mid-sixties by Lazard [L]. It says, essentially, thatG is p-adic 
analytic fand only if it possesses an open subgroup H (necessarily of finite 
index) such that H’d HP, where H’ is the commutator subgroup of H, and 
HP denotes the closed subgroup generated bythe pth powers of H (if p = 2, 
H2 should be replaced by H4). Pro-p groups/finite p-groups H with this 
property are now called powerful. 
During the past few years powerful groups and p-adic analytic groups 
have gained much attention, a d important work was carried out by 
A. Lubotzky and A. Mann (see [LMl, LM2, LM4], and also [M3, LM3] 
for several pplications). In particular, theyhave been able to produce two 
new characterizations of p-adic analytic groups, namely: being of finite 
rank, and having polynomial subgroup growth. The reader is referred to
[LMl, LM4] for the basic definitions. Extensions and some further 
characterizations are given in [MS]. See also [D, S] and the recent book 
[DDMS]. 
The purpose of this note is to give yet another characterization of p-adic 
analytic groups, which has been made possible bythe positive solution to
the restricted Burnside problem, recently given by Zelmanov [Z]. We say 
that a group L is involved ina (topological) group G, if L is isomorphic 
to a (closed) section H/K of G (where Ka Hd G). 
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THEOREM. A finitely generated pro-p group G is p-adic analytic fand 
only if, for some n, the wreath product C, WT C,. is not involved inG. 
Note that, if G is p-adic analytic, then, being of finite rank, it cannot 
involve arbitrarily large lementary abelian groups (C,)n, so the “only-if” 
part follows atonce. 
The real content of the theorem is that, if G involves (C,)” for every n, 
then it must also involve C, wr C,. for every n. This may seem reminiscent 
of Kropholler’s theorem [K], stating that a finitely generated soluble 
group of infinite rank must involve C, wr C, for some p. It is not clear 
whether in our (non-soluble) case, infinite wr ath products like this must 
occur. 
Before proving the theorem let us mention a consequence which may 
have some independent interest. Following [M2] (see also [Ml 1) we say 
that ap-group/pro-p group G is power-closed if,in every (closed) section 
of G, any product of p’th powers is again a p’th power (i > 0). Let us 
extend this definition by saying that G is n-power-closed if, inevery section 
of G, any (arbitrarily long) product of p’+“th powers is a p’th power 
(i > 0). The study of this property was suggested in[Ml, Problem 41. 
It is well known that, in powerful groups, any product of p’th powers is 
again ap’th power [LMl, Propositions 1.7and 4.1.71, but this need not 
hold in their sections. In fact, here are no inclusion relations between the 
sets of power-closed p-groups and powerful p-groups. Inspite of this it 
turns out that, in finitely generated pro-p groups, the properties of being 
power-closed (or n-power-closed) an  of being p-adic analytic are very 
much related. 
COROLLARY. A finitely generated pro-p group is p-adic analytic fand 
only if it is n-power-closed for some n. 
Proof: Suppose G is p-adic analytic. Then, by [LMZ], G has finite 
rank, say r. Set n = r . rlog, rl if p is odd, and n = r . rlog, rl + 1 otherwise, 
where rx] denotes the minimal integer g eater o equal to x. We claim that 
G is n-power-closed. 
Indeed, let P be a (closed) section fG. Clearly, the rank of P is at most 
r, so, by [ LM 1, Theorems 1.14 and 4.1.143, P possesses a powerful charac- 
teristic subgroup Q, such that (P : Q) d p”. Obviously, Pp’ d Q, so 
pPn’t’ d Qp’ for all i. Since very element of Qp’ is a p’th power, we conclude 




. Xk = yp’. Hence G is n-power-closed. 
Conversely, suppose G is n-power-closed. It is straightforward to verify 
that products of p”+ ‘th powers in C, wr Cpn+2 need not be pth powers. 
Therefore C,wr C,.+Z is not n-power-closed, o it cannot occur as a section 
of G. Applying the theorem, we conclude that G is p-adic analytic. 1 
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Let us now turn to the proof of the theorem, starting with the part of the 
argument which does not rely on the positive solution to the restricted 
Burnside problem. 
The following lemma is proved using rather standard arguments. 
LEMMA. Let G be a finite p-group, and let M be a normal subgroup which 
centralizes every normal elementary abelian section fG. 
(a) Suppose p is odd. Then M is powerful. 
(b) Suppose p= 2. Then M2, as well as all its ubgroups which are 
normal in G, is powerful. 
Proof (a) Factoring out MP we may assume that M has exponent p,
and we have to show that it is abelian. LetM, 4 G be a maximal subgroup 
of M. Arguing by induction, we may assume that MI is powerful, so it is 
abelian. By the assumption on M it follows now that M centralizes M,. 
Therefore M is central-by-cyclic, so it mustbe abelian. 
(b) Let N < M2 and suppose N 4 G. We will show that N is power- 
ful. So assume N4 = 1, and let us show that N is abelian. LetN, u G be a 
maximal subgroup ofN. Arguing inductively, we may assume that N, is 
abelian. Thecondition on M yields [M, N, ] d N: and [M, [M, N, ] ] Q 
[M, N,12 d (N:)2 = N: = 1. This implies [M2, N,] = [M, N,]’ = 1. Since 
N< M2 it follows that N, < Z(N). But N, is maximal in N. Therefore N is 
abelian. 1 
PROPOSITION. Let G be a finite p-group which does not involve the wreath 
product C, wr C,.. Then 
(a) GP” is powerful when p is odd. 
(b) Gp”+’ is powerful when p = 2. 
Proof In view of the lemma, it is sufficient to show that GP’ centralizes 
every normal elementary belian section ofG. So assume, onthe contrary, 
that for some x E G and N a G, [x p”, N] & N’NP. Factoring outN’NP we 
may assume that N is elementary belian. 
Consider N as an Fp C-module, where C= (x ). Then (xP - 1) N # 0, so 
for some indecomposable summand of N, N, , (x”” - 1) N, # 0. Now, N, , as 
an indecomposable module for acyclic group C, must be uniserial, and it 
is uniquely determined by its dimension (see, .g., [A, pp. 24-261; note 
that it is sufficient to require that all ICI th roots of unit lie in the under- 
lying field). SetN, = Nl/(xP - 1) N,. Then N, is a p”-dimensional uniserial 
module over Fp[(x)/(xr”)] g Fp[Cti], so N, 2 FJC,.]. Returning to G, 
this means that he action of (x)/(x~) on N,/[xP”, N,]is the regular 
action. Consider the intersection (x) n N,. It cannot contain xp”, as xp” 
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does not centralize N,. Therefore (x) n N, f (xp”“), and, in particular, 
it is trivial modulo the normal closure of(xp”) in N,(x) (which is 
equal to [xp”, N ](xPn)). Itfollows that N,(x)/[x~“, N,](x~‘) % 
N,/[xPn, N,] A (x)/(xp”) z C, wr C,., so we are done. [ 
Combining the last proposition with the positive solution tothe 
restricted Burnside problem, our theorem readily follows. Indeed, let G be 
a finitely generated pro-p group, not involving C, wr C,.. Set m = n if p is 
odd, and m = n + 1 otherwise. Then, for every finite epimorphic image P of 
G, Ppm is powerful. Hence GPm is powerful. 
Set d= d(G) (the number of generators f G as a pro-p group). Now, 
given any finite epimorphic image P of G, apply Zelmanov’s theorem tothe 
d-generated group P/P”” of exponent dividing pm, to conclude that 
(P : P”“) <f(d, p”), for some fixed function f: N x N + N. This clearly 
yields (G: Gp”) <f(d, p”). Therefore G possesses a powerful subgroup of
finite index, sothat, byLazard’s criterion, G is p-adic analytic. 
Remark that our theorem also implies Zelmanov’s. Indeed, let G be a 
finitely generated pro-p group of finite exponent. Then G cannot involve 
arbitrarily large wreath products ofthe form C, wr C,, so by the theorem, 
G is p-adic analytic. Therefore G has a powerful subgroup H of finite index. 
Now, H, as a finitely generated powerful pro-p group of finite exponent, is 
easily seen to be finite (see [LMl, Propositions 2.5 and 4.2.51). This 
implies that G itself is finite, andZelmanov’s Theorem follows at once (take 
G = F,JFi;“, where Fd is the free pro-p group on d-generators). 
Thus proving the theorem without relying on Zelmanov’s difficult work
is paramount tosolving the restricted Burnside problem from scratch. 
It is natural toask whether non-p-adic analytic groups must involve 
additional types of finite groups, other than C, wr C,. and their sections. It 
turns out that he answer is negative: 
EXAMPLE. Let G = C, wr L,, where Z, are the p-adic ntegers ( egarded 
as an additive group). Itis straightforward to ve ify that G is a 2-generated 
pro-p group which is not p-adic analytic, and any finite section fG is a 
section fC, wr C,. for some n. (In particular, Cp2 xCp2 is not involved 
in G). 
Therefore thgroups C, wr C,, may be considered as “the only obstruc- 
tion” to G being p-adic analytic, and our result cannot be strengthened i  
this direction. 
However, itwould be interesting o know what other types of residually 
finite groups of infinite rank necessarily involve arbitrarily large wreath 
products. 
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